
PISTEVO, INC. SIGNS BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT WITH JOHN
FANNING, FOUNDER AND CEO OF NAPSTER

/EINPresswire.com/ Orlando, FL (Submitpressrelease123.com - press release) Pistevo, Inc.

announced today that the company has entered into a Business Development Agreement with

John Fanning, Founder/CEO of Napster and NetCapital.com. Under the Business Development

Agreement the website Reper.com, an online reputation defender, will utilize Pistevo’s

background search services as a compliment to their already existing platform.

Reper was recently called a Yelp for people by KillerStartups.com. Users can track a person’s

reputation, write reviews, comment on other people’s reviews, or post anonymously. It is free to

launch a search on Reper.com and the site’s database provides an extensive source of user

generated information. By adding background search services from Pistevo, the website gains

another layer of credible reputation insight.  

“As people becoming more visible on the Internet, protecting one’s online reputation has

become pivotal. The addition of Pistevo’s services to Reper.com, gives our customers instant

access to check anyone out,” states John Fanning, Co-Founder of Reper.com. Continuing Flanning

adds, “There are many companies going after what is clearly a massive market for the future. An

individual’s reputation and background information is becoming increasingly digital and

increasingly in high demand. Very few relationships begin these days without some type of

background due diligence. Pistevo’s platform seems robust and gives you a leg up on most of the

others I have seen to date.”

Pistevo provides its customers with free downloadable apps for iPhone, iPad and Android

devices. Searching over 400 million records, Pistevo offers fast, accurate and cost effective

searches for as little as $2.99. 

Mark Songer, CEO of Pistevo, commented, “We are elated to have signed Reper.com as part of

the Pistevo family. John brings us an incredible amount of experience in both business and

technology. I am personally excited to work with one of the most prodigious tech visionaries in

the world today.”

For more information on Pistevo’s background search technology, please visit

www.MyPistevo.com.

http://www.MyPistevo.com
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ABOUT PISTEVO, INC - Pistevo, Inc. is a Delaware Corporation headquartered in Longwood,

Florida. Pistevo is a software development company and service provider with its focus in the

emerging field of background search technology. Their mission is to provide the fastest, most

reliable and affordable online criminal and sex offender background searches available in the

market today. They service a variety of industries to include iDating companies, non-profits and

educational institutions, providing clients valuable information for making informed decisions. In

addition, Pistevo offers free a downloadable app for iPhone, iPad and Android devices, making

searches more convenient and ready to go. Pistevo also offers advanced search capabilities such

as DMV Record Checks and Sex Offender Inquiries, searching millions of records from their

extensive database.
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